This article contributes to the growing body of research exploring the importance of the social context in shaping the
associated with the use of educational technologies is key for improving educational practice. As a means to contribute to this work, we are presenting our research exploring the power of the social context to shape, in negative ways, the educational outcomes of computer use.
EXPANDING THE NOTION OF SOCIAL CONTEXT: CULTURE, POWER, IDENTITY
Our notion of and interest in the social context of computer use stems from previous work applying the insights of science and technology studies to the study of educational technologies. This perspective draws attention to the ways in which social power is bound up with technologies and their use in educational settings (Bromley & Shutkin, 1998) . Here, we briefly present examples of recent work highlighting the role of the social context in determining the outcomes associated with the use of educational technologies and the possible contribution our research makes to this field of study.
Designers of the Progress Portfolio, a software environment shown to promote reflective inquiry among science students and teachers (Heafner, Zembal-Saul, & Averaamidou, 2002; Zembal-Saul & Land, 2002) , offer an important example of advances in how social context is conceptualized and used to guide practice. In articulating a "classroom-centered design approach," Loh et al. (1998) write, "While it is useful to think of classrooms as being composed of individual user-learners, they are also complex sociocultural contexts in which teachers and students interact in highly specialized and ever-changing roles and activities" (p. 628). They argue that "social and activity structures" of classrooms should inform software design. "The use of any software," they continue, "is always situated in the broader context of a task. With computer-based activities in particular, the ways in which software tools are used or not used are determined by the activity structures of the classroom, and the values assigned within these structures to different kinds of work" (p. 628; see also Brown & Edelson, 1998) .
Whereas this acknowledges the significance of the human factor in determining the outcomes associated with computer-based activities, it nonetheless suggests that educational technology researchers may be overlooking well-documented workings of social power and the conflicts over the value of "different kinds of work" that exist between and among students, teachers, administrators, government, and granting agencies (e.g., Eckert, 1989; Kohl, 1998; Weis, 1990 ). Although we would agree with Loh et al. (1998) in their assessment that the ways in which "software tools are used or not used is [largely] determined by the activity structure of the classroom and the values assigned within these structures to different kinds of work," we wish to broaden the conception and understanding of social context to highlight issues of culture, power, and identity (for a more detailed discussion of social context, see Garrison, 2003) .
We were thus guided by several interrelated questions, ones that have predominated studies of the social and cultural context of education for decades; yet these cultural, political, and identity dynamics have not been extensively explored vis-à-vis educational technology (Bromley & Shutkin, 1998) . Who uses technology and what are the aims guiding students'and teachers'uses of technology? Do these aims and actions correspond with contextual factors such as the race, class, and gender of students and teachers, with institutionalized notions of achievement and ability, with classroom management strategies, and with the broader policy context of accountability (e.g., McNeil, 1986; Weis & Fine, 1993) ? If so, how? Are the outcomes conditioned by the above dynamics altered with the presence of educational technology, as some have suggested (Songer, Lee, & Kam, 2002) ?
In many ways, what we report here is not new. We document ways in which the use of educational technologies can be conditioned by what McNeil (1986) describes as "defensive teaching," what others have termed the "pedagogy of poverty" (Haberman, 1991, as cited in Songer et al., 2002) . These practices differ little from what may transpire in the absence of computers. But that is exactly our point: One should not expect preexisting school and classroom dynamics to be transformed by the addition of technologyon the contrary, the new artifacts are likely to be swept up into ongoing conflicts and social processes of race, class, and gender, more generally.
RESEARCH STRATEGY AND DESIGN
The aim of this study is to investigate the power of the social context to shape how computers are used. The notion of social context adopted for our study directed us to look at who is using the technology, why, toward what ends, and under what conditions and pressures, with what supporting resources. We sought to expose the interrelationship between the social context of use and the observed behaviors and expressed attitudes of students and staff.
Our overall strategy for accomplishing this aim was to set out to identify and explore apparently unsuccessful interpersonal interactions around computers, with the presumption that many of these unsuccessful interpersonal interactions around computers were in fact successful in some way; the question we posed was, successful at what? Thus, along with McDermott and Gospodinoff (1979) , we hypothesize that the constant microcommunication between teachers and their pupils is no accident, that it, in fact, represents an interactional accomplishment on the parts of all those involved given the conditions under which they are asked to come together either to teach or to learn. (p. 176) For us, then, social context refers to the relationships or accomplishments of actors existing within a set of institutional "givens."
We thus adopted an instrumental case study approach (Stake, 1995) . This method chooses a case as a means to explore a specific issue. For us, the issue is the power of the social context to shape the use of educational technologies. The particular school, computer lab, and classroom we chose were "instrumental to accomplishing something other than" understanding that school, that teacher, or that computer lab (p. 3; see also Creswell, 1998, p. 61) .
By focusing on unsuccessful interactions around computers, we adopted a sampling strategy described by some as searching for the "extreme or deviant" case (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 28) . This approach recognizes and emphasizes that "some important features [of a case] may appear only once" (Stake, 1995, p. 74) . Our data analysis strategy included analyzing and interpreting unsuccessful interactions; a method Stake (1995) calls "categorical aggregation" (pp. 74-77) . This method caused us to challenge our original presupposition that the dynamics of race/class/gender would predict in a clear-cut way who used the computers, how, and so on. What we found was more complex and situational. Actors not only found themselves in institutionally created categories of race, class, and gender but mobilized these identities in numerous and contradictory ways as they negotiated their dayto-day life at the school.
Data Collection
Our data collection was fairly wide-ranging, drawing on commonly recommended sources of information: documentation from both the school and local newspaper; interviews with the school's principal, technology coordinator, and our contact teacher; and our extensive direct and participant observation (Creswell, 1998, p. 63) .
The first author (Mark) was our participant-observer, spending 5 to 15 hours per week at the school, over a period of 3 ½ years. He spent about a quarter of this time in the main computer lab, initially observing only, but increasingly assisting more actively in the lab as he became technologically more astute and more familiar with the teachers and students and their work. He devoted the rest of his time at the school to working with one fourth-grade class. The teacher of this class, whom we will call "Mrs. Crane," regularly welcomes long-term visitors to her classroom. 1 Here, Mark was more of a full-time participant, mainly working with small groups of students on computer-related projects. Although students were initially chosen to work in these groups based on having met basic academic and behavioral standards, as time went on Mrs. Crane and Mark agreed to include students who did not meet one or both of the above criteria. Over time, the makeup of the groups (of three to six students) came to reflect the student population at the school. During the final year, he began developing and teaching to the entire class his own computer-related curriculum in the lab. The idea was to try integrating the computer into the curriculum himself, learning the district standards and developing lessons to meet these standards through use of the computer, all under Mrs. Crane's guidance. We felt this experience would provide us fuller insight into the nature of teacher-student interactions during computer-enriched instruction and would reveal unsuccessful interactions for analysis. Written notes were produced for both of these activities. Taking notes during the action was possible in the lab but not while working with the fourth graders, so notes for the classroom work were produced at the end of each day from memory, sometimes in collaboration with Mrs. Crane. In writing up the notes, Mark made an effort to record objectively what he saw and heard, as well as his own reactions and interpretations. All notes were shared with the second author (Hank) as they were produced, becoming the basis for discussion about and assessment of the work as it progressed. In particular, Hank analyzed the notes for emerging themes, asking for further elaboration and challenging Mark to present possible alternative interpretations of the described events. From this, we together decided on areas to further explore.
Throughout the project, our identified key facts and emerging themes were presented to Mrs. Crane for accuracy and feedback. Feedback and clarification from Mrs. Crane was often obtained during the workday but also via e-mail. Mrs. Crane also read an earlier draft of this article, although, as Stake predicted (Creswell, 1998, p. 213) , she offered little substantive feedback other than her telling remark that much of what we reported and discussed "was not news" to her.
The site. "Technology School" is an elementary magnet school located in a low-income, predominantly African American-populated urban neighborhood in western New York facing the typical difficulties produced by racism and poverty. Presumably because the school is new and rich in technology, some White, middle-class parents choose to send their children to this school, for whom there is a waiting list. Enrollment is automatic for those who live in the school's catchment area and by lottery for those from elsewhere; there are no entrance exams. About 60% of the students at the school are classified as minority (as reported by the local newspaper and the school's principal; enrollment in the district as a whole is 68% students of color), and about 70% of the students receive free lunch.
With only five grades-second through sixth-this school is relatively small. The vast majority of teachers are White and female: There is only one male teacher, and only one teacher of color. An African American woman is the principal. More of the aides than teachers at this school are women of color.
This school has at least 6 computers in every classroom and 25 in the main computer lab. Each student and teacher can have an individual e-mail account, although not all the teachers want accounts for their students. Every computer can access the Internet, and those in the lab and library have additional multimedia capabilities.
We felt this site presented an excellent opportunity to focus on the social context of educational use of technology. Its characteristics-and our own, both being of European origin-allowed us to observe whether and how a diverse population shapes computer use, especially concerning how, by whom, and toward what ends.
On our first visit to the school, we met with the technology coordinator, whom we will call "Mr. Fisher." He described the students as "low-functioning," which he told us meant primarily that they had difficulty following directions and were not self-motivated, in addition to doing poorly on standardized tests. This view of the student body seemed to be widely shared although expressed in various ways. For example, during our orientation meeting with the principal, 3 she described the student body as having "diverse needs," while one teacher said that "the teachers come here and teach every day; it's the kids that don't learn."
School policy on technology. Both the principal and the technology coordinator stated that the computer was not to be an "add-on" but should be integrated into and enhance the school's curriculum. During our orientation meeting, the principal in fact argued that this was the main challenge they faced, because it required "shifting from lecture to small group formats, which entails changing teachers'attitudes, and that takes time." She indicated that the computer is a tool the kids need to know and that "all can have success with the computer"; for example, those "with poor handwriting can produce good-looking documents." She also emphasized that teachers were now recruited to the school with awareness that computer use is mandatory.
To facilitate integration of the computer into the curriculum, "teacherfriendly" materials-apparently meaning the materials provided step-by-step instructions that could be followed by teachers with limited computer experience-were developed under the guidance of the technology coordinator several summers ago. The principal's view was that Mr. Fisher was best used in teaching the teachers and not the students. Mark, however, often observed Mr. Fisher teaching the students in the lab and obtained no direct evidence of his teaching the teachers on a regular basis. In fact, some teachers felt the overall effect of his activities was to make the technology more difficult for them to use, for example, by replacing software without notice or obvious benefit. Mr. Fisher was, on the other hand, enthusiastic with and helpful to teachers who developed computer-based lessons spanning several traditional disciplines. He reported that this kind of innovation was facilitated, and perhaps even made possible, by the presence of the computer.
Teacher views and practices. Discussions with Mrs. Crane suggested an absence of consensus among teachers on how to use the computers, or even on the possibility of proper use under current conditions. She reported that until the principal mandated sessions in the computer lab once every cycle (6 school days), some teachers never used the computers. Teachers say, according to her, that it is very difficult to integrate the computer into the curriculum, and even those who do sometimes gravitate toward the games.
While in the lab, Mark asked other teachers about the call to integrate the computer into the curriculum: "It takes too much time to bring the computers into the curriculum" and "kids forget everything they are told" when they get to the computer room.
Mark and Mrs. Crane discussed the prevalence of this sentiment on several occasions. He asked if she thought time pressure during the school day was a key reason, and she argued that time was really not the issue-that some teachers just did not want to learn something new. Mark's own experiences working in the lab and trying to develop a computer-supported curriculum suggested that time (or, equivalently, the need for more staff) was indeed an important factor. Under current conditions, fully integrating the computer may push other activities out of the curriculum. One sixth-grade teacher developed a several-month project in which each student interviewed scientists in the local area, wrote up reports, and posted them on the Web. When Mark expressed how impressed he was with this project, the teacher cautioned, "Yes, but it's the only thing we worked on!" Although it was very successful, certain portions of the curriculum were emphasized at the expense of others. This teacher added that she'll "never do that again," simply because of the enormous amount of work involved.
Nonetheless, we could also see that something other than a shortage of time had to be keeping some teachers from heeding the call to integrate the computers into the curriculum. The simple fact that some did take integration of the computer beyond drill-and-practice suggested that time was only part of the story. Others would freely tell Mark that they were "not good with computers" and did "not like working with them or being in the lab." Because these teachers were very appreciative when Mark assisted in the lab, it seems such support is one way to encourage implementation of the kind of computerintegrated curriculum school officials wish to see.
SOCIAL DYNAMICS OF COMPUTER USE
One of the explicit aims of this school is encouraging students to become critical thinkers and self-starters. Yet, we documented computers bound up with dynamics that frustrate the goal of developing critical thinking selfstarters. In this section, we describe these unsuccessful interactions, with our analysis to follow.
The main themes observed in student actions are what we refer to as pretending and undermining. Pretending occurs when students either (a) withhold their capacity to do a task, thus projecting the appearance of inability to do what they perfectly well can, or (b) endeavor to busy themselves with superficial aspects of a task, thus projecting the appearance of accomplishing what they are not. Undermining is active subversion of their own work or that of others.
The main theme observed in teacher practices corresponds with what McNeil (1986) calls defensive teaching, a mode of teaching characterized by an overriding concern with maintaining control. We focus on two varieties of defensive teaching. First, teachers would insist, especially in the computer lab, that students wait for step-by-step instructions even when it was clear that they were capable of proceeding without constant oversight. Second, teachers would incorporate the computer into a reward/punishment dynamic, using it for discipline and motivation as well as instruction.
A large body of literature has examined how minorities (especially "involuntary minorities") and working-class youth in general come to reject school knowledge, and the context in which teachers adopt defensive teaching strategies (e.g., Fordham & Ogbu, 1986; Ogbu, 1987; Weis, 1990 ). Yet, our experience is strikingly in line with McNeil's analysis; the significance of this for the broader body of literature will be discussed in the analysis section.
Student Practices
Pretending. The two varieties of pretending we observed were, again, withholding (pretending inability) and superficial busyness (pretending productive engagement). The problem that emerged for us was explaining certain episodes in which students were seen to act as though they were incapable of or unwilling to do work that they had at other times shown themselves to be capable of and willing to do.
We did not initially recognize the first instance of withholding as such but interpreted it instead as an instance of inaccurate assessment. Mark's notes read, Arrived at 10:15. Mrs. Crane asked me if I would work with "Andy" [an African American] who "has trouble following directions." Andy according to Mrs. Crane has not completed one email session, has not been allowed to have his bio on the [school's] WWW page, and in general is only allowed to work on the computer oneon-one, i.e., when there is an adult who can give him special attention. I was told that he did not know how to use email, but by the end of my time with him he certainly seemed not only to know how to use Netscape, Eudora, but also how to set what printer to use. . . . Andy reads really well. Better than the other students I have worked with. . . . Mrs. Crane said, as she seems to say about all of the "problem" kids after I assert how smart they are, that, yes, he is smart and knows a lot more than he pretends to.
We originally focused on how this student's attitude and behavior had been confused with his academic development. It was only after encountering additional instances that we recognized withholding as a definite behavior and began to emphasize a student's active role in bringing about such interactions, rather than merely incorrect assessment on the part of teachers. In fact, the two are related, as we will discuss below, in our analysis section.
The second instance we became aware of occurred in the lab. Mark had frequently noted students helping other students. We initially focused on how this de facto peer mentoring was an apparent adaptation to there being too few adults in the lab to assist all the students (something students expressed frustration about to us). But on this occasion-the first of several-Mark witnessed a White student evidently struggle to do his work, then quickly and confidently assist the student next to him in doing the very same task. The teacher did not visibly respond to this action. The absence of acknowledgment by teachers (apart from whether they notice) was as common as the behavior itself, suggesting again a mutuality that we explore below. Another example was the common occurrence of "forgetting" passwords or "not knowing" how to spell them, despite having regularly logged in with no difficulty.
These and similar observations have led us to wonder about teachers' statements that "kids forget everything they're told" when they get into the lab. We do not question that this conclusion is based on experience. What we do question is whether the students really do just forget and whether the teachers really do fail to recognize the pretense.
Some insight into this question is offered by instances when students remember. An outstanding example occurred during a lab session in which a student teacher was being observed and evaluated. The class was engaged, following directions, and generally appearing capable, to an atypical extent. Mr. Fisher confirmed that when students are aware that student teachers, or even regular teachers, are being evaluated, they will do their best to help. Mrs. Crane agreed, as long as a reasonably positive relationship existed between students and teacher, but added that students will undermine teachers they do not like.
Whereas some students withheld their capacity to do their work, pretending inability, others put as much effort into pretending to do their work, busying themselves with its superficial aspects. Here are Mark's notes on "Brandy," who is African American:
Mrs. Crane said at first, she did not worry about Brandy, for she always "looked busy." But we both came to see how she just sort of shuffles stuff around, for example, with the computer, she'll just sit there and go through all the menus, from a distance it looks like she is working, but in reality she is not doing anything, except making it look like she is doing work! We soon discovered that her main work was simply to look busy. Once Mark had identified this practice, he realized other students, especially female students, also routinely employed it. For example, students were sometimes seen to cut text from an Internet site and paste it into their word processor to make it look as if they were doing their writing assignment. But until Mark checked on the student, a screen filled with text was evidence of progress being made.
Undermining. The second theme apparent in student practice was sabotage, preventing themselves or others from completing-or even beginningtheir work. Students might, for instance, remove the ball from the mouse, making the computer temporarily inoperable, or kick the power strip so the computer would come unplugged. Mark once saw a student kick the power strip and then seconds later shout, "My computer just stopped working."
Students would also shut down or log out, claiming that something spontaneously went wrong or even that their action had been "an accident." Here, students take advantage of the fact that computers do regularly malfunction, and teachers have difficulty determining the actual cause-even if their default assumption is that the student did somehow cause the problem.
Mark also observed a student kick the power strip and then blame it on another who was an identified "trouble maker." The "bad" student, of course, became visibly frustrated and a fight ensued. In like fashion, Mark repeatedly noted students "messing" with other students' computers when the others had left their seats for one reason or another. These provocateurs would erase their neighbor's work or simply click the mouse outside the active window. It is partly in response to this behavior that teachers insist students keep their hands to themselves in the lab and never touch another student's machine. As might be expected, undermining was less common than pretending and was usually performed by male students considered "bad," academically and behaviorally.
Defensive Teaching
The following questions emerged while observing in the lab one day:
Students are told to "do apple-s, then apple-q" [to save their work and quit the program, as they get ready to leave]. I do this quite a bit too, what would happen if students were not told to do this every time they were getting ready to leave? Much of what goes on is simply prompting students to take up a course of activity-often stuff that is not new to them. . . . Would it help students if they were not told what to do all the time, or would this just lead to less being done?
Here is a typical set of teacher directions:
"If finished, wait patiently, till I finish what I'm doing," she said. . . . As it is getting nearer the time to leave, teacher says, "hands in lap." This is her usual method for controlling the children or keeping them from being too hyper. . . . A minute later says, "yes, save." Again, it seems every action has to be approved by the teacher.
When Mark asked Mrs. Crane about this common practice, she indicated that, as in McNeil's (1986) study, the impetus for giving step-by-step directions is a desire to avoid discipline problems. There is a widespread assumption that if not held to such detailed instructions, students are prone to get lost and into trouble. The imperative to avoid disciplinary problems was indeed pervasive; Mark noted the pressure he felt to be discipline-focused in his own work with students. And he, too, found that students seemed to need step-bystep prompting to avoid behavior problems.
Such defensive teaching seemed a reciprocal response to the defensive learning described above, wherein students withheld their participation by forgetting how to do things, virtually demanding constant prompting. Defensive teaching was most evident in the lab. Even Mrs. Crane, who was willing to risk a breadth of activities and discussions in her classroom that she acknowledged would make other teachers nervous, took on a more defensive posture in the lab.
Students seemed to be given less latitude in the lab than during, say, classroom activities or lunch. One teacher exclaimed that there is "zero tolerance for messing around in the lab," which seems to imply some tolerance elsewhere. In another lab session, She [the teacher] starts off by saying she will cancel field trip [if students don't cooperate in the lab]. She will cancel if she needs to, "I said, no talking." "This is brand new and we're trying something new with you."
Every classroom teacher had also developed relatively elaborate student procedures for entering and leaving the lab, which were not applied to other "specials" (out-of-classroom instruction periods). For example, when entering the art room, Mrs. Crane's class took their seats all at once; when entering the lab, they filled one row at a time. A greater emphasis was placed on orderliness in the computer lab than in music, art, or swim; Mark felt opprobrium from Mr. Fisher and other staff when he did not require students to make an orderly entry into the computer lab.
The zero-tolerance policy was often justified through resorting to a discourse of computer-as-privilege. Despite the school philosophy and the staff's explicit intentions, the computer became integrated into reward/ punishment dynamics: computer access-both for game-playing and for special projects-was granted following good behavior and withheld upon noncooperation. Working with Mark on an Internet-based project often became a reward for finishing math and reading homework. Likewise, Mark would hear, as he worked with a small group of students, "If you don't stop messing around, you won't be working with Mr. Mark on Journey North." The message that access was a conditional privilege was, in fact, frequently conveyed, and especially in the lab:
Mrs. Crane [while in the lab] said to [a student]: "Are you not interested in working on the computer? This is a privilege, you do not have to be here." She said to him, "Every time you do not follow directions," and "you are always playing games."
Mr. Fisher regularly told students and teachers that the computers were a privilege:
While working on the computer [in the lab] a teacher comes up to Mr. Fisher, who is working next to me, and tells him that a child stole the ball out of a mouse. He asked if he [the student] admitted to it, she said no, but she cannot see who else would have done it. Mr. Fisher says to call the parents, teacher does not think this is really appropriate. He gets angry and disgusted-he raises his voice and his face becomes strained, expressing anger. He responds as if the student had physically hurt another student, gives a diatribe about how the computers are a privilege and how the students should respect them. Teacher asks if she can borrow a mouse from Mr. Fisher, he tells her to ask one of her colleagues.
Students are reminded the computer is not a toy (even though the fact that it is "fun" is said to motivate them), and treating it as such would jeopardize their access:
From the first moment in the lab students were told that the computer is not a toy, to keep their hands off of other students' computers at all times (unless they have been given permission to help) and that if they play [around], they will be supervised very closely and not allowed free time with the computer-as those students who [behaved well] would.
Our point is not to criticize the positioning of the computer as a privilege but to ask what in their circumstances makes this practice appealing and sensible to the teachers. Mark's own experiences working with the students suggests one possible explanation. Keep in mind that the selection of students for computer work was often an impromptu decision, not based on records of achievement. In both lab and classroom, children who were difficult to work with for any reason might be overlooked. The notes read, "Anthony" wanted to work on the computer answering the questions about the spiders, and Mrs. Crane said that he could. While I like to give him this opportunity, he is such a pain . . . to work with, that I was reluctant to work with him. He whined and did not want to do the work [he had originally asked to do], and none of the other students wanted to work with him. . . . It is very easy to get abrasive with the students, when they repeatedly don't listen, etc., that is, losing patience can really make one want only to work with the "good" students, especially with the computer since there is so much personal attention that is needed, and also because there is more that can go wrong.
Working with difficult students is exhausting, and there is little institutional incentive to extend oneself in these situations. As each year wore on, Mark found himself brushing off certain students, not fully realizing it until writing up the day's notes.
ANALYSIS OF THE SOCIAL DYNAMICS AND THEIR CONTEXTS
Although we presented the social dynamics surrounding computer use separately for students and teachers, it is possible to fully grasp the nature of these behaviors only when taken together as a whole, and in relation to their context, as collaboratively accomplishing something beyond the official work immediately at hand.
That students focus on appearances and spend their time looking busy, that they withhold and sabotage their own work, is both a cause and an effect of defensive teaching techniques. Prompts and protocols are relied on because students, in fact, seem to need prompts and protocols to complete the most basic assignment. Yet, students will predictably respond to overbearing control by resorting to any available subterfuge to carve out some space of their own. Defensive teaching, then, both elicits and is elicited by student pretending and undermining. The circularity of these practices means that they cannot be explained by reference to each other but rather as a response to the broader context.
Recall that Mark's behavior came to resemble that of the teachers as he acclimated to the school environment, despite his own awareness of these dynamics and their harmful effect. After writing extensive notes on these very practices, Mark engaged in defensive teaching, and he also "lost it" and yelled at the students. What is revealing is how such yelling was welcomed by students: Separate cohorts independently exclaimed, "Now you're a teacher!" once Mark gave in to yelling. But what had changed was not Mark; it was first and foremost the context he was in and the degree to which he had become assimilated.
The pervasiveness of these behaviors, and the student response to Mark's exhibiting them, suggest such interactions are somehow functional from the actors' point of view. We describe below how the context renders these interactions functional and what they accomplish for all involved. We will argue, relating our findings to a larger body of literature on control in schools, that these unintended outcomes are due not to unqualified teachers or defective students but to an institutional setting that demands an emphasis on control and order above all else.
The Dynamics and Their Contexts
In what follows, we relate each of the previously identified student practices, in turn, to defensive teaching practices, delineating their mutual reinforcement, and how these cycles are responsive to the broader institutional setting.
Withholding and defensive teaching. Why did Andy perform well for Mark, but in general do very little for Mrs. Crane, in either the classroom or the computer lab? What did his refusal to complete even one e-mail assignment accomplish? What was Mrs. Crane achieving by keeping him from posting a biography on the school's Web page? And how did both their actions relate to the context Mrs. Crane and Andy found themselves in?
Recall that Andy was only allowed to use the computer when working one-on-one with Mark. Before Mark started working at the school, Andy was denied computer access altogether, because when he had participated in regular activities in the lab, he never completed his work and often caused trouble. Yet, Andy performed relatively well on the occasions when he worked with Mark. Although Mrs. Crane said that forbidding Andy a biography on the Web was punishment, he seemed not to care enough for it to be an effective penalty, which we believe Mrs. Crane realized. Our supposition is that through the mandatory one-on-one work, Andy obtained the special attention that he sought and Mrs. Crane could not or would not provide.
We do not think Andy was simply manipulating Mrs. Crane, for she was generally sensitive to his knowing more than he let on, as our first excerpt concerning Andy indicated. We surmise that this arrangement was somehow functional for her as well. When Andy worked one-on-one with another adult (Mark) , it freed her from having to deal with him and the trouble he often caused. In practice, her allowing or denying Andy access to the computer depended not on his other work or behavior but on whether this individual attention was available. Mark effectively became a resource she used (along with the opportunity offered by the presence of computers to restrict student access) in improvisationally coping with a very real problem: Andy did in fact seem to have rather serious emotional problems. He was repeatedly sent to the school psychologist after becoming very violent. When Mark asked what else might be done for Andy, the assistant principal assured him that the school "really cared" but said that for reasons of confidentiality, she could not tell him what was being done nor what he might do that would help. This exchange, and Mrs. Crane's comment that she didn't care what others thought of how she dealt with Andy, suggest that in the face of little apparent institutional response to his problems, removing Andy from whole-class activities when possible was the best solution available to her. And Andy, for his part, obtained the one-on-one attention he needed, whereupon he managed to control himself and do his work.
The point is that Andy's relationship to the computer was decided within a specific context, an unsettled and precarious one. That the computer became a privilege Andy had to earn was a policy Mrs. Crane neither desired nor planned. It was instead a spontaneously developed tactic (bricolage) for managing a difficult, no-win situation. That it functioned for Andy, too, is equally significant: Unable to relate to other students-as often provoked as provoking-Andy got some of his needs met through the adult special attention Mark represented. Although described as punishment, being required to work on the computer one-on-one was in fact what Andy wanted.
What are we to make more generally of the withholding theme and its relationship to defensive teaching? As indicated above, teachers did not appear to be unaware that students could do more than they let on; they seemed rather to choose not to acknowledge students' display of such skills to their peers. By adopting rigid, step-wise instruction, teachers were in effect striking a bargain with students that minimal work would be expected as long as behavioral problems were kept in check. Teachers accepted students forgetting everything they learned once in the lab, and students behaved accordingly, seeming really to forget.
Step-by-step instruction was the enactment of a contract to, in effect, soldier. By effectively demanding such instruction via their own behavior, students managed the pace and depth of work. Minimal work was exchanged for compliant behavior, with students and teachers thereby collectively managing the impossible situation created by the presence of low-achieving students in a particular organizational context that provided no support or incentive for meeting their individual needs.
This tacit agreement struck Mark very directly once he began developing his own computer-based curriculum. During his third or fourth lesson, delivered in the computer lab, he encountered an unprecedented amount of resistance and defiant behavior. What he asked of the students was admittedly much more than they had been accustomed to doing. This lab session ended early, with frustration on everyone's part. Students who were usually good complained that it was too much work, and some simply refused even to try and openly talked with their friends instead. Mark was not new to the students nor did he typically have trouble managing the class; the key to the bad and rude behavior of the students seemed to be his breaking the established norm of exchanging minimal work for general compliance.
But why would the reliance on step-by-step instruction be especially manifest in the computer lab; how was it particularly functional there? First, the computers themselves represented yet another domain in which student behavior had to be monitored and controlled; one obvious concern is inappropriate Internet material. Yet, Mark only once witnessed a student access pornography, and other kinds of inappropriate sites were also encountered rarely. What seemed to be more significant was the teachers' own level of computer expertise. Those deemed "power users" by Mr. Fisher did seem to rely less on step-by-step instruction and worksheets in the lab. For the rest, forced to bring a classroom of students into the computer lab every 6 days with little formal preparation, walking through those 45 minutes in a cautious and regimented fashion was a practical response. The kind of "fooling around" students usually engage in, like stealing each other's pencils, requires no technical expertise to deal with, but misplacing disk folders, deliberately getting lost on the Internet, or selecting an incorrect printer, although similar in kind to pencil throwing, is substantially more difficult to control without specialized knowledge.
The general level of teacher workloads was, indirectly, another reason the lab was a particularly concentrated site for defensive teaching: Some teachers seemed reluctant to gain the computer knowledge that would facilitate less directive pedagogy simply because such expertise would likely end up inviting extra work. Mrs. Crane often stopped Mr. Fisher from explaining things to her, saying she wanted only for him to fix the problem, not to know how he did it. She believed the more she learned, the more she would become responsible for.
Equally important was the students' reading level; reading poorly is a hindrance to working independently on the computer, and especially with the Internet. Although Mr. Fisher maintained that the computer would spur higher reading achievement, in the current context (with limited availability of individual assistance), it seemed to frustrate that achievement.
Finally, the location of the computer lab also encouraged defensive teaching. It is a raised area at the center of the large, open, semicircular space containing the classrooms. Because even a mildly noisy lab session could be heard throughout the floor, maintaining quiet was always a priority. Avoiding disruptions of other classrooms was a constant concern-descriptions of "good teachers" usually began with how "well behaved" their students were-but especially so in the computer lab.
Superficial busyness and defensive teaching. Why was Brandy so insistent on spending her energies looking busy, instead of simply doing her work? What did that accomplish for her? Once while Mark was working with Brandy, she was allowed to finish up the assignment with him instead of going to music. She divulged that she was actually trying to avoid music, and hence, at least for that day, her effort to look busy but finish little is explained in her attempt to skip music and regain a modicum of control over her own activities in the midst of a highly structured school day. Having not completed a computer-related assignment, but appearing to have "really tried," was reason enough to skip music and keep "plugging away." But we have to ask how it was possible to carry off such feigned busyness. Why was it, and the related techniques described earlier for pretending productive engage-ment, not recognized and stopped as quickly as other more subtle student behaviors that experienced teachers routinely detect?
Consider that such practices keep the students harmlessly occupied, reducing behavior problems. Whenever students were engrossed with superficial aspects of their work, classroom management was greatly simplified (just as there were fewer disciplinary problems in the lab when students were pursuing unstructured Internet exploration, drill-and-practice exercises, or any other activity allowing them to escape constant teacher direction). Meanwhile, students gained the satisfaction of producing documents that did, in fact, look nice, and teachers secured the knowledge that something, at least, had been produced. The value placed on mere production was indeed a frequent theme in the notes.
So what is to be made of students whose work is simply to look busy? Again, we have an arrangement that works for all involved, at least in the short term: As long as students looked busy and caused no trouble, they could have their autonomy and carve out some scarce private space in the generally intrusive school routine (albeit a space filled with pointless activities), and teachers could devote their attention to more urgent matters. Indeed, teachers who kept their classes looking busy and productively engaged in the lab were avoiding scrutiny in much the same manner as students who kept themselves looking busy to avoid the teacher's gaze. Both coped with somewhat unrealistic demands by controlling appearances-at the expense, of course, of substance, although unavoidably so under the circumstances, as Mark's own experiences demonstrated.
Undermining and defensive teaching. Student sabotage was closely linked with positioning of the computer as a conditional privilege. The students involved are typically those having the greatest academic difficulties and who would consequently require the most effort-from both student and teacher-to enable productive engagement with the computer. Absent the support that would be needed, such rituals function to legitimate a low level of academic accomplishment, saving face and effort. The misbehavior is, relatively speaking, insignificant: Mice are easily fixed, and computers are easily turned back on. But it offers a pretext for withdrawing computer access. The student is denied access because he (all were boys) is bad; he is bad because it gets him out of doing work that he could manage only with one-onone assistance that is generally not available. As before, this arrangement is functional for all involved, allowing both teacher and student to sidestep an otherwise impossible situation-another short-term accommodation, necessitated by circumstances but detrimental to the long-term interests of the student.
Academically unsuccessful poor and/or minority students seemed, in fact, acutely aware of their long-term social prospects as well as their status in school. Mark observed the following exchange in the lab between a teacher and a White student who regularly failed to do his work: "That doesn't sound like work to me, Jonathan. Chances of you getting a job in the outside world without computer skills are nil, you'll be working at Burger King." Jonathan retorted, "Burger King, here I come!" Sabotaging the computer, turning it off, getting lost, and messing with other students' computers allowed academically struggling students and their teachers to put a decent face on both the students'lack of success and the teachers'embarrassing powerlessness to respond effectively. By fourth grade at this school, both students and teachers had rehearsed well their parts in these rituals of complementary misbehavior and condemnation. Although the rituals would never solve the underlying problems, they did resolve the dilemma of how to get through the day without confronting the overwhelming instructional tasks teachers and students at the school faced.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We encountered, at Technology School, a community of students and teachers struggling with each other over control of classroom interactions, while tacitly collaborating to accommodate the conditions imposed by the larger setting. The demands teachers make of students and the informal bargains that result-smoothing day-to-day life but thwarting longer term goals-are mirrored in the relationships of teachers with their schools and of schools with the surrounding community. At all levels, whether it's teachers requiring evidence of student productivity, schools requiring evidence of teacher effectiveness, or state requirements for higher test scores, efforts to cope with demands for accountability end up interfering with the actual accomplishment of what is putatively being demanded. McNeil (1986) argues that the language of education reform is the language of control, a position confirmed by the "law and order" character of current reforms and the punitive practices they promote, emphasizing penalties for those deemed not accountable. What ensues is a ferocious hunt for scapegoats, which are only too easy to find, as all concerned respond to the pressure by striving to evince, at any cost, the appearance of meeting expectations.
The lesson we see here is how actors with underlying shared interestsparents, students, teachers, administrators, and all who want to see children learn-become set against one another by short-sighted measures of success. Indeed, our own project was hampered by these pressures, as they inhibited school staff from discussing-or, on occasion, even acknowledging to themselves-the difficulties they encountered. Unlike visiting researchers, fulltime employees have no incentive to bring attention to the tacit bargains that enable getting through the day and considerable reason not to. In a climate characterized by fear and exacerbated by contemporary reform movements, the threat of penalties for failing to manifest the right appearances is very real and felt at all levels of the system, from students to superintendents. States of denial exist for a reason, and they have their functions. The unfortunate result, of course, is prevention of the very discussion needed to improve the situation.
McNeil's (1986) focus on the undermining of educational quality by the tension between organizational imperatives and effective instruction illustrates well the broader context that renders defensive teaching a rational response. She finds that much of the student apathy, and even occasional resistance, which administrators see as a motivation problem requiring more discipline procedures arises in these schools precisely because goals of order have already undermined the ability of staff to deal with educative goals. (p. 161)
The argument applies to apathy and resistance on the part of teachers as well as students (i.e., external pressures on administrators to maintain the appearance of a tightly run school prevent them from addressing directly the actual causes of staff disaffection); expecting effective computer instruction to emerge from simply mandating it, and treating recalcitrant teachers as if they have attitude problems, is indicative of the same "law and order" mentality. Both teachers and students adapt to these organizational constraints and maximize their own sense of control, as we have seen, by maneuvering to preserve-through subterfuge if necessary-a space affording them some autonomy.
The work of McDermott and Gospodinoff (1979) helps relate studentteacher interaction to this organizational context. They explain, for example, that children come to school with different levels of reading skill and note that this in itself need not pose a problem for literacy acquisition. "Yet," they write,
given the nature of the classrooms in which the children are asked to catch up, learning to read at school becomes an organizational impossibility.
In the early grades, schools are best set up for reinforcing and practicing what children have already learned at home. When minority children show up in school not knowing how to read, they are placed in special groups. . . . The teacher's job is not only to teach them how to read, but to make sure that they achieve a certain competence and demonstrate it on a standardized test by a certain date. In other words, the teacher is trained, paid and held accountable for producing certain kinds of reading children by a certain date. Children in the bottom group create difficult organizational and pedagogical problems for the teacher. (p. 190) What results is an adaptation whereby low-achieving students are actually kept from more challenging work, creating a new axis of permanent inequality. Adding computers may increase the intensity of this dilemma, especially when the computer becomes integrated into a reward/punishment dynamic.
Furthermore, administrators at all levels are trapped in much the same dilemma as teachers and students. When we met with the principal and technology coordinator to alleviate their concerns over how we had portrayed the school in a campus presentation (see Note 3), both affirmed that computers were indeed drawn into a reward/punishment dynamic at the school, as we had claimed, and emphatically restated their opposition to the practice. After our meeting, however, nothing changed. Why? We infer that although everyone recognized the problem, the solution-more staff, more funding, more institutional support, more complete teacher preparation-is not possible. What principal would not love to have five or six additional staff positions to be allocated where most needed? What principal would not love to devote a full-time position to helping teachers integrate the computer into the curriculum and conduct lab sessions, and so on? The fact is that none of this was possible at the school.
The problem was not that we had described events inaccurately in our campus presentation but that a shortage of resources created an impossible situation in the school that virtually necessitated treating computer access as a privilege with which to reward or punish. Everyone (within the building, that is) knew it was done, knew it was destructive, and knew it couldn't be helped. The only way to maintain one's sanity in such circumstances, and continue carrying on the work of the school, was through an implicit pact not to see that computer access was being used as a reward, and withdrawn as a punishment, every day. We unwittingly broke the pact by saying so aloud and, worse yet, in public.
Just as it was a functional necessity for teachers not to acknowledge that students were withholding skills they were perfectly capable of using, it was a functional necessity for school administrators not to acknowledge the reward/punishment employment of computers in the building-and a functional necessity for district officials not to acknowledge the less than optimal application of technology at the school. So when a secondhand report of our comments reached district officials, drawing attention to something they most likely already knew but couldn't do anything about, they were virtually obligated to express concern, which obligated the school administration to do likewise and call us in for a meeting. But none of this would change classroom practice, which at some level everyone understood. Our meeting completed the loop, and equilibrium was restored. Actually insisting on instructional changes, without the resources to support them, would have rendered the school utterly inoperable. At every level, from student to superintendent, it was functionally necessary to tolerate certain flaws, yet politically and psychologically necessary to deny them, as the resources needed to correct them simply weren't available.
We must emphasize again that this pretending is a functional adaptation that allows the school to keep running under conditions that are approaching crisis proportions. Without this ability of the students, staff, and administrators to see selectively this tacit collaboration at managing the situation, it is hard to imagine how any education would occur at all. In this sense, a whole series of interactions that look unsuccessful are indeed successful-just at something other than what they at first appear to be about.
We believe the story of Technology School carries several lessons:
• Sociologists of education have long asked questions like those pursued by McNeil, McDermott, and Gospodinoff with regard to the way groups of people negotiate the situations they encounter and how those local interactions are informed by broader social conditions. But these scholars have rarely addressed interactions centered on technology, thus positioning such interactions as somehow beyond sociological analysis. Events at Technology School indicate that (a) understanding the role of technology in education requires their assistance, and (b) conversely, pursuing their own long-standing interests demands attending to interactions involving technology-increasingly so as negotiation, meaning-making, and identity formation increasingly incorporate technology.
• Developers of educational technology who hope to anticipate the outcomes associated with use of their products need to address matters much broader and unwieldy than the nature of the product itself, including the reality of conflict over the value and meaning of school and school-related work. Events at Technology School overtook the technology per se and the lessons planned for its use. Technologies are not only the abstractions designers treat them as but also very powerful material artifacts sure to be swept up in the social projects and conflicts already inhabiting the classroom.
• Teachers and administrators who have difficulty applying classroom technologies as intended are likely not suffering from ignorance, laziness, incompetence, or fear of change. We have tried to identify aspects of the institutional setting that generated obstacles to effective teaching with technology. The sources of the difficulties are ultimately structural, not personal, as suggested by Mark having eventually adopted the same problematic practices, despite his conscious resistance to them.
In documenting the difficulties confronting the staff at Technology School and similar institutions, and the source of those difficulties in the broader context, our hope is to support our overtaxed colleagues by corroborating their need for the resources that would enable them to provide the education all children should enjoy. NOTES 1. Mrs. Crane represented our "inside" contact and was selected simply on the basis of a convenience sample. According to self-report-verified by our observations-although Mrs. Crane does not attach herself to any one clique in the school, she remains on friendly terms with most of the teachers and other school staff. She rarely eats lunch in the faculty lounge, and in fact, she and Mark often ate lunch together, socializing as well as reviewing the day's events. As something of a maverick, she may not be representative of most teachers at the school, but we do believe events in her classroom nonetheless reflect the pressures typically faced by students and teachers here.
2. This improvisational "bricoleur's" strategy (Lévi-Strauss, 1966) of making do via unconventional use of what resources are at hand is, of course, a familiar fixture in qualitative social science, long predating classroom computing. But again, that is precisely our point: What we already know about social relations is often disregarded when technology is considered, as though technology somehow existed apart from the social world.
3. We initially met with the principal to explain what we wanted to do and seek her approval, as well as learn her views on and approach to using technology for educational purposes. No follow-up interviews were planned. We were, however, asked to meet with the principal and the technology coordinator at the end of the 1st year of our study, due to questions raised by an inaccurate secondhand report of a presentation we gave about the project. The meeting alleviated concern over any hidden agenda or ill intentions on our part.
